
Make-or-Break Phishing Metrics



How to measure and drive behavior change that 
shields your organization from cyber-attacks 


Employees and their mailboxes are your greatest cybersecurity risk 
factor. Hoxhunt recently analyzed  

across . The findings underscore the importance of 
four key metrics needed to limit true risk. 

24.7 million phishing simulations
1.6 mililion users

% of users who fall for a simulated attack


% of users who report a simulated phishing email




Failure rate

Don’t punish!

Users who feel singled out 
for making mistakes will 

disengage. Building a 
human firewall against 

phishing attacks requires 
everyone's participation. 


Make it positive and fun


Use easily digestible microtraining followed 
by simpler simulations to develop skills over 

time. By putting each individual on a 
gamified learning journey, you'll turn critics 

into contributors and build resilience one 
user at a time.


Don’t make reporting difficult!

Most companies struggle here. Forgettable 
instructions and cumbersome processes 

make it hard to report and track simulated 
phishes. That keeps people from learning 

behaviors that will protect the organization.


Make it easy and 
rewarding

Use game mechanics to 
encourage active reporting 

behavior. Give positive 
reinforcement to build skills. 
Never stop training: continue 
challenging users with more 

difficult simulations.

Success Rate

instead

instead



Don’t celebrate! Focus on your “missers”
Not failing isn't success! Your "missers"  

(users who neither fail nor succeed) lack 
the skills to spot real attacks. They're 
missing pieces of the human firewall 

needed to protect your company. 


Use every awareness tactic possible to 
engage them. Simulation success and 
failure are preferable. Why? Because 
both lead to positive microtraining 
moments that will build resilience.

Miss rate

Real Threat 
Reporting Rate

% of users who didn’t respond to 

a simulation (i.e., neither failed nor succeeded)

Rate at which users notify IT about 
suspicious, non- simulated emails 

Don’t lose sight of the goal!

Get in front of 

real threats today

Too many companies see reporting of real 
phishes as a "maybe someday" target. But 

every day that real threats go unreported is a 
day of serious risk to your organization.

Use the same process for 
reporting real and simulated 

threats. You'll hardwire 
instinctive behaviors that 

will give IT early warnings of 
real-world attacks. 



Hoxhunt helps to educate employees on email-
based threats, such as phishing, so that they can 
learn to recognize and report real attacks. With 
Hoxhunt, you can build a strong human firewall 
to protect your organization from cyber attacks. 

Download the free Behavioral Cybersecurity Report here 

download

instead

instead

hoxhunt.com

https://www.hoxhunt.com/
https://www.hoxhunt.com/behavioral-cybersecurity-ebook

